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THIS MONTH’S TEAM

Editor: Carrie Green Designer: Samantha Green

This month we’ve been joined by a host of  experts, who have share their knowledge and expertise to 
help us all create more financial abundance in our lives.

Sophie Bennett Author of  Money Bondage  
www.moneybondagebook.com

Sophie hit her own financial rock bottom with bailiffs knocking at her door 
and debts of  over £60,000. Since then she has put almost £4M through 
her own businesses, bought her own property portfolio (mortgage free!) 
and created winning sales strategies for global corporations and small 
enterprises. Sophie’s first book “Money Bondage” was an instant Amazon 
No1 best-seller. She has appeared on TV, radio and comments on Reuters 
and other financial channels. Sophie now helps other entrepreneurs to 
achieve their own amazing success in business, and in life.

Sarupa Shah of  The Soul Agency 
www.sarupashah.com or www.thesoulagentblog.com 

Sarupa is an award winning intuitive business coach and founder of  The 
Soul Agency. The Soul Agency works with women entrepreneurs and 
leaders across the globe who want to put soul and spirit back into their life. 
Her passion and power is to show women how to heal their relationship 
with money, discover their life purpose and get on with living the dream.

Natasha Vorompiova of  SystemsRock 
www.SystemsRock.com

Natasha Vorompiova is the founder of  SystemsRock, creator of  Systematic 
Success Guide and a Certified Book Yourself  Solid Coach. Her clients are 
small business owners who start their businesses with passion and a desire 
for freedom, but find themselves stuck and buried in day-to-day operations. 
Natasha creates systems that ensure clients get more done in less time and 
pave the way for greater profits and long-term success. 
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HERE’S WHAT HELPED ME THE MOST:
•	 I pulled my head out of  the sand and got clear on my financial situation 

(scary!!)

•	 I sat down and worked out some new money goals!

•	 I figured out my money blocks and set out to change them, so I could 
allow money to flow to me (affirmations, visualisations, exercises)

•	 I made a financial plan (a fun one!!) so I knew what I was doing and 
could see whether I was on track or not.

•	 I identified the person I needed to be in order to reach my financial 
goals and I made a commitment to myself  to be that person right away. 

•	 Day-by-day I made little steps towards creating my own financial 
abundance.

WELCOME TO MONEY MONTH

It’s been quite an adventure and I’ve learned a lot 
and so this month, with the help of  some amazing 
experts, we’re sharing with you inspiration, 
questions, exercises and steps you can take to 
create financial abundance in your life. 

So, to kick things off, my first question to you is, 

I remember someone once asking me, “how much 
money have you left on the table this year?” and I 
thought to myself, “erm, well none” and then she 
said, “so there were no ideas you procrastinated 
on? No moneymaking ideas that you put off ? No 
periods of  time where you went off  track and 
became unproductive?”

All of  a sudden I began to realised that I’d left 
a hell of  a lot of  money on the table. When it 
dawned on me, I could have kicked myself… I 
could have been so much better off  financially!!

After that conversation I came to the conclusion 
that I needed to pull my head out of  the sand when 
it came to my money – I needed to stop worrying 
about it all, stop living in the dark with it all and 
step up, deal with it and make damn sure that I 
started taking that money off  the table!

So I went on a financial abundance mission and 
with the help of  some incredible people, tools, 
exercises and new habits I managed to create more 
financial abundance in my life.

“How much money have you left on the table over 
the past 12 months?” If  you know you’ve left some 
sat there then join us for this mission and make 
sure it doesn’t happen again!

Ready to get started? Marvellous!
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The first step in creating financial abundance is to get really clear on your financial situation – what’s 
been going on and where are you at now? Ready to dive in?

MONEY INVESTIGATION

What does your current financial situation look like? 

My main source of  income each month is from:

How much money do you have in the bank:

How much money do you have in investments:

How much money are you generating each month?
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PHEW, THAT’S THE HARD PART DONE!! 

Now let’s see where your mindset is at with regards to money.

What is your business expenditure?
(Use the table on the next page to help you with this)

What is your net profit? What are you paying yourself ?

What are your personal expenses every month?
(Use the table on the next page to help you with this)

How much are you saving per month? How much is left over per month? 

What products or services have you created that are generating income for you now?
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EXPENSE AMOUNT

Mortgage/Rent:

Gas/Electricity:

TOTAL:
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When a decision is made to focus on making money 
and money healing, the tendency is to focus on 
external matters. People start to go into creation 
mode. While this is not necessarily ‘wrong’, 
the power lies in creating a strong and new 
money foundation as a first step. Without a new 
foundation building a new structure is impossible ~  
Sarupa Shah

YOUR MONEY MINDSET

You need to start building your new foundation by 
becoming aware of  any money blocks you have. 
Here are some questions from financial expert 
Sophie Bennett, to help you with this…

QUESTIONS ANSWERS

When you think about your financial situation,  
how does it make you feel?

Do you sometimes allow your money thoughts to create 
negative emotions and behaviours without realising you 
are doing it? If  you do, what could you do to actively 
manage your thinking?

If  you use negative phrases in your mind (money 
doesn’t grow on trees / I can’t afford it /everything 
is so expensive) that fuels a scarcity mindset, could you 
stop yourself  sometimes and think of  better phrases?

Do you think that having bad feelings about money 
helps you to improve your situation and could you spend 
a few minutes each day to imagine what it is going to be 
like when you have the all the money you need?

How would you like to feel when you think about your 
money, one year on from today?
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QUESTIONS ANSWERS

How does that differ from how you feel today?  
What is stopping you from feeling how you want to feel 
right now?

If  you follow the same financial patterns in your life 
for the next 12 months, where will you be at? Are you 
on course to create the feelings you want - or do you 
need to make changes to what you do?

What changes do you need to make to create those 
better feelings?

I hold myself  back from making the money I know I 
can make because…

I know that I will be more financially abundant when 
I stop doing…

What little reminders could you set for yourself  to help 
you notice the little things you do (or don’t do!) that 
hold you back from making more money?

How many more opportunities to make money do 
you think you would see when you can create positive 
feelings about money?
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Money always stirs up emotions for people. There 
are still those who believe it is crass and crude 
to focus on it. There are those who continue to 
believe it is unspiritual and the root of  all evil. 

EXERCISE: YOUR MONEY CONVERSATION
By Sarapu Shah

Now that you have got the blocks and limiting thoughts out into the open, it will be easier for you to 
make a conscious positive change to your money mindset - a mindset that will allow the money you 
deserve to flow naturally into your life.

Then there are those who believe they will not 
be worthy of  it, so their actions become a self-
fulfilling prophecy.

Use this exercise to get to the core of  your beliefs about money.

Hold some money in your hand, preferably the paper kind! Then 
answer the following questions.

How do you feel about you?

How do you treat you?

How can you have a better relationship with you?

Remember: don’t edit or judge what you get. You are tapping into 
your power not your mind so let what needs to come up to the light 
find its way!

EXERCISE!
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CREATING A POSITIVE MINDSET FOR YOURSELF

Now let’s look at what positive changes you need to make to your mindset.

I know that I will have more money and freedom in my life when I start to…

If  you had all the money you needed how would your life be and what would you do?

How would you feel if  you had an abundance of  money flowing to you consistently? Take some time to think 
about this and then picture it vividly – where are you, how do you feel, who’s with you, what are you doing? 

Really connect with the feeling of  being financially abundant.

Because I...
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Now one of  the most powerful tools available to us are affirmations. 

Before I get to the money affirmations that work, I want to share with you 3 tips to get you juiced up to 
make your experience with money affirmations powerful.

EXERCISE: AFFIRMATIONS
By Sarupa Shah

To kick-start your money affirmations here are 3 of  my favourite:

1. Be consistent. Use your money affirmations daily and 
repeat each one 3 times purposefully at the start of  each 
day as part of  your morning ritual.

2. Refer back to your money affirmations throughout 
your day, when you have a moment spare, stuck in traffic, 
in the shower, at the gym or just when you need a boost. 
Use the affirmations to lift you and align you to what you 
desire, which is to experience money abundance.

3. Don’t give up! If  you miss a few days don’t worry, just 
get back to them and have some fun trusting you are 
creating your life and reality.

MONEY FLOWS 
TO ME EASILY AND 

EFFORTLESSLY

I AM GOOD 
ENOUGH

I EXPERIENCE 
ABUNDANCE IN 

EVERYTHING I  DO

EXERCISE!
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Looking back at what you have uncovered in this section, can you create 3 more affirmations? Think 
about what you want to achieve and where you are best supporting yourself. Do you want to…

OVER TO YOU

Notes on Part 1...

Use the information you discovered when working through the exercises to create your additional 
affirmations.

Don’t forget to share them in the forum!

Be sure to use your money affirmations every day…the rumour is that it takes at least 28 days for 
something to become a habit, so keep going and before you know it your whole money consciousness 
will have shifted.

•	 Make more time doing what you love?

•	 Spend more time doing ‘fun’ things with money?

•	 Trust that you are worth it?

•	 Remind yourself  that you appreciate YOU?


